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Doctor Babylon creates a new technological breakthrough thanks to the help of Elluka, a renowned Gollem engineer. What is this
new invention, you might ask? Why, it's the Core Frame, of course! A new, revolutionary animal-shaped mech that interfaces with
the Gollems of the Reverse World. But will they be able to iron out all the kinks before disaster strikes? The golden mutants stand
poised to bring the Reverse World to ruin, and they won't wait around for countermeasures to be perfected! Brace yourself for a
tale of swords, sorcery, and political powerplays!
The light-hearted isekai tale about a fantasy pharmacist that inspired the anime! (And don't miss the original light novels, also from
Seven Seas!) When corporate drone Reiji wakes up in another world, he’s disappointed to discover that he hasn’t been granted
any combat skills. Instead, his Medicine Making ability allows him to brew powerful potions...which quickly become popular enough
for him to open his own drugstore in the countryside! Sink into this relaxing fantasy about a former wage worker curing cute
creatures and learning to love life again!
Mochizuki Touya has no time to rest. The fate of two worlds hang in the balance, after all. The Metal Devils, guided by Yula and
seemingly supported by two mysterious twins, are on the rampage... They've mercilessly targeted the souls of people in both the
world Touya knows, and the Reverse World! Armed with his new Frame Gear, Reginleif, will Touya be able to stop the malignant
machinations of a wicked god? Fissures in space begin to crack, revealing a story of swords, sorcery, and a corrupted knight!
Nefarious schemers have attempted to poison the king of Belfast and frame an innocent victim. Touya knows the truth, however,
thanks to the abilities he gained upon being transported to this new world. But while his goal is to corner the culprit, Touya has
something else to worry about—his helpfulness has attracted the attention of the king’s only daughter! Princess Yumina wants
Touya’s hand in marriage, and she won’t take no for an answer…
Touya may be back from his honeymoon, but love's still lingering in the air! Will poor Endymion cope with being part of an alien
ménage à quatre? Who else might need to be matchmade in the wide open world? With the deal sealed on his own romances,
Touya's finally free to stick his nose into the love lives of those around him... but at what cost? Meanwhile, a ripple and quake
begin to rip through time, revealing the silhouettes of a far-flung future. Just what... or who... may emerge from the rift? Find out in
this riveting tale of swords, sorcery, and progeny!
In this charming tale, a woman gets transported to a fantasy world and pursues her own quest: opening a book cafe! When a god
tells Tsukina that she is to be transported to another world to become its savior, Tsukina isn't interested. As a bookish thirtysomething, she has zero desire to go on some big adventure...so when she arrives in the strange new land, she decides to use
her magical powers to create a cozy little book cafe instead. But when a fellow savior starts causing trouble, Tsukina might just
have to play the hero, after all!
16-year-old Mochizuki Touya marches across the blazing desert sands toward the Burning Kingdom of Sandora. His goal? The
Second Babylon. But once again, his journey is not so simple. The land is fraught with danger, and the cryptic words of an ancient
doctor echo in the back of his mind. The Phrase rear their ugly heads, the dimensional boundary of the world begins to strain, and
the mysterious monochrome boy, Ende, appears once more to puzzle Touya and friends. To make matters worse, a government
starts to crumble, falling on the cusp of a military coup! Can Touya and his ever-growing band of adventurers stand against the
combined forces of chaotic fate? Or will he finally meet his match? The curtains rise one more on a tale of swords, sorcery, and
unnecessary housing renovations.
In this story from the creator of Reborn as a Space Mercenary: I Woke Up Piloting the Strongest Starship!, a man uses video
game crafting powers to survive a fantasy world--with the help of his beautiful dark elf mistress! (And don't miss the original light
novels, also from Seven Seas.) Kousuke suddenly wakes up alone in a vast forest that clearly isn't anywhere on Earth. Now he
has to find some way to eat, drink, and survive! Luckily, Kousuke also has the power to craft using a special video game menu that
allows him to harvest resources and build whatever he can imagine. However, every time he goes to sleep, he's attacked by one
of the many non-human races of this world, all of whom despise humankind. Enter Sylphy, the beautiful dark elf who lays claim to
Kousuke and vows to protect him--after all, she's taken him as her property!

Put on your thinking caps for a tale of swords, sorcery, and custom-built mechatronics! Mochizuki Touya continues his
work as grand duke of Brunhild. He's the proud inheritor of the (almost) complete Babylon Islands, the mighty master of
the Frame Gear Mechs, and a slowly flowering bud of divine power, but that doesn't mean he has any room to relax! The
time has come for answers! A new threat emerges within the Roadmare Union! But can Touya convince the mighty doge
that his Frame Gears are the right method to deal with the oncoming danger? Just who is the enigmatic Ende, and what
does he have to do with the crystal creatures that so recklessly bring the world closer to despair? Just what is the secret
of Touya's divinity?
The conflict with the wicked god has come to an end, and Touya now presides over a unified planet. Peace may yet
return to the world, but it's still far from paradise! Touya must resolve a centuries-long misunderstanding between two
feuding nations, deal with a new matter of interest in the divine realm, and handle whatever small national matters come
his way, all while planning for his long-awaited weddings! Sit back and relax before a story of swords, sorcery, and
political intrigue!
Set a very cautious course for a tale of swords, sorcery, and advanced cryogenics! Spring has sprung in Brunhild, and
Mochizuki Touya continues to live his happy-go-lucky life. Flowers bloom, parties come and go, and everything seems
just about fine... But wait! The mysterious pink-haired girl, Sakura, is identified by someone. Just what could this mean for
her? Who exactly is Farnese Forneus, and what is her connection to the overlord of Xenoahs? But wait, a more pressing
issue is the final piece of Babylon, and the remarkably twisted secret it has in store for our heroes...
The time has come for the showdown against the wicked god. There’s just one problem... Touya and company need to
purify the venom surrounding Isengard first! But fret not, Uncle Kousuke is here to help. He just needs a little assistance
nurturing a very special sapling. Meanwhile, Touya thinks back to Earth and finds his thoughts returning to the family he
left behind. The final battle begins at last, ringing in a story of swords, sorcery, and very unhelpful Unicorns.
There’s something eerily unsettling about Ottessa Moshfegh’s stories, something almost dangerous while also being
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delightful – and often even weirdly hilarious. Her characters are all unsteady on their feet; all yearning for connection and
betterment, in very different ways, but each of them seems destined to be tripped up by their own baser impulses. What
makes these stories so moving is the emotional balance that Moshfegh achieves – the way she exposes the limitless
range of self-deception that human beings can employ while, at the same time, infusing the grotesque and outrageous
with tenderness and compassion. The flesh is weak; the timber is crooked; people are cruel to each other, and stupid,
and hurtful, but beauty comes from strange sources, and the dark energy surging through these stories is oddly and
powerfully invigorating. One of the most gifted and exciting young writers in America, she shows us uncomfortable things,
and makes us look at them forensically – until we find, suddenly, that we are really looking at ourselves.
As Touya's party grows, intense battles and all sorts of intrigue await,but at the end of the day, it's all about having a fun
journey across amagical land! Don't miss the latest volume of In Another World With MySmartphone!
Spring has sprung in Brunhild, and Mochizuki Touya continues to live his happy-go-lucky life. Flowers bloom, parties
come and go, and everything seems just about fine... But wait! The mysterious pink-haired girl, Sakura, is identified by
someone. Just what could this mean for her? Who exactly is Farnese Forneus, and what is her connection to the overlord
of Xenoahs? But wait, a more pressing issue is the final piece of Babylon, and the remarkably twisted secret it has in
store for our heroes... Set a very cautious course for a tale of swords, sorcery, and advanced cryogenics!
Mukouda Tsuyoshi – alias, ‘Mukohda’ – was an ordinary Japanese salaryman until he was summoned to a fantasy
world of swords and magic. Mukohda’s unique skill made him the only person in this world with access to modern
Japanese products, but the real reason he caught the attention of the legendary magic beast, Fenrir, was his ability to
cook delicious food! Now with a ludicrously overpowered Fenrir and a baby slime in tow, Mukohda and friends continue
their laid-back journey in search of easy-living in a new kingdom. In spite of his best efforts, it seems Mukohda can’t help
but get wrapped up in the adventurer lifestyle. Will this reluctant “hero” win fame, fortune, and fair maidens while he tries
to fly under the radar? With food this good, he’s bound to make new friends whether he likes it or not — much to the
dismay of his number 1 fan, Ninrir, the goddess with a sweet tooth. Unfortunately for her, she isn’t the only denizen of
the divine realm to take notice of Mukohda’s access to otherworld goods and sweets, and the other goddesses might
have demands of their own!
The two continents have finally collided, but the dawn of this new world is quickly overcast by a sinister bombardment from the space
between worlds. What foul machinations has the wicked god orchestrated? Touya may not live to find out! The unstoppable Grand Duke of
Brunhild has finally met his match in the form of a poison that can render he and everyone he loves completely powerless! Pack your
antidotes and prepare for a tale of swords, sorcery, and drones!
Goddesses, Griffins, and Slimes! Oh My! When Mukohda and Fel enter Boss-Monster territory, the risks begin to skyrocket: but so are the
rewards: Who knew all it took to get a Goddess's blessing was a few sweets? Or how quickly a cute little slime can evolve? But when the
crew get involved in Boss Monster politics, it still might end badly. Remember: You can only make more Campfire Cooking if you're still alive!
Still struggling to unite two worlds, fledgling god Mochizuki Touya carries on with his work. The mutants continue to attack the Reverse World,
hungrily devouring the souls of the fallen in service of Yula and the wicked god. And so, it's up to Touya to teach another set of off-worlders
how to pilot the Frame Gears! Hopefully he's not too late... Elsewhere, a mystery unfurls regarding a long-lost prince of a devastated
kingdom... Perhaps the Mage-King of Isengard has the answers Touya seeks? Chaos runs rampant, tearing open the veil upon a story of
swords, sorcery, and heterochromia!
In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 18J-Novel Club
16-year-old Mochizuki Touya continues everyday life in his new world, well aware that it could all come tumbling down at any moment. He's
the budding administrator of Babylon, the fledgling grand duke of Brunhild, and now he's a... mecha pilot? Desperate to find a way to halt the
incoming Phrase onslaught, Touya makes a mad dash for the Hangar of Babylon, hoping it can give him the edge he needs. What he finds is
the Frame Gear, an ancient humanoid fighting machine! Join Touya and his ever-growing band of wives as they tap into their mechanical
sides. All systems standby for a tale of swords, sorcery, and oversized wrenches.
In this story from the creator of Reborn as a Space Mercenary: I Woke Up Piloting the Strongest Starship!, a man uses video game crafting
powers to survive a fantasy world--with the help of his beautiful dark elf mistress! (And don't miss the manga adaptation, also from Seven
Seas.) Kousuke suddenly wakes up alone in a vast forest that clearly isn't anywhere on Earth. Now he has to find some way to eat, drink, and
survive! Luckily, Kousuke also has the power to craft using a special video game menu that allows him to harvest resources and build
whatever he can imagine. However, every time he goes to sleep, he's attacked by one of the many non-human races of this world, all of
whom despise humankind. Enter Sylphy, the beautiful dark elf who lays claim to Kousuke and vows to protect him--after all, she's taken him
as her property!
The population of Brunhild is booming, which can mean only one thing. Guards, guards! We need more guards! A mass call is set out.
"Knights Wanted: Apply Within!" But Touya might end up with more than he bargained for... Meanwhile, in the floating halls of Babylon, a
certain resurrected doctor begins her mad machinations... Just what kind of crazy machine does she intend to build next? Set a chivalrous
course for a tale of swords, sorcery, and burning sands!
The time has come at long last. Touya's set to get married to his nine blushing brides. The invites have been sent, the food is all accounted
for, and the entire nation of Brunhild trembles with anticipation. But will he make it through the big day unscathed? Not if his divine retinue has
anything to say about it! And of course, there's the small matter of his honeymoon... Bringing nine spouses through a spatial tear for a
vacation on planet Earth sounds like a novel enough idea. What could possibly go wrong? Wedding bells ring, signaling a tale of swords,
sorcery, and smiles!

Mochizuki Touya carries on his carefree life in another world, the looming birth of a wicked god and the peculiar behavior of the
intelligent Phrase are no reason for him to panic! A distress call from a mysterious island forces him to jump into action, but what
he discovers there may very well flip his entire world upside down... Pass through the open door to find a tale of swords, sorcery,
and ancient legacies of antiquated mystery!
Undeterred by his untimely death on Earth, 15-year-old Mochizuki Touya continues to meander around in another world! After a
series of misadventures, the young man has assembled a motley crew of adventurers including the timid mage Linze, the feisty
brawler Elze, the ever-hungry samurai Yae, and even the young archer Yumina, heir to the Belfast throne. Together with his party
(and a divine white tiger), Touya sets his sights on the horizon, heading for the demi-human kingdom of Mismede! But all is not
what it seems... the beastman king issues a personal challenge, and a black-scaled dragon could soon spell out Touya's doom!
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The curtains lift once again on an epic tale of sorcery, smartphone apps, and... gunblades?!
The manga adaptation of the hit light novel A tough girl in a fantasy world does what she can to stay alive in this biting isekai
satire. The otaku boys get to have adventures when they're hit by the inevitable truck and find themselves in yet another fantasy
world. The girls, on the other hand...well, Haru finds out the hard way when her classmate Chiba gets the two of them truckmurdered into a fantasy world that treats women even worse than our world does. But a girl's gotta do what she can to make the
cash for survival, and Haru? She intends to thrive.
Thanks to her ability to freely travel between worlds, Mitsuha’s business is booming. One day, she witnesses a group of men
trying to abduct one of her female customers. Mitsuha stops them with her stun gun, taking the opportunity to deliver a cool line
she has always wanted to say... “I am the Lightning Archpriestess! Those in my way deserve no mercy!” After dealing with the
would-be kidnappers, she discovers that the girl she saved is actually a princess! Just as Mitsuha tries to flee the scene, she is
invited to the royal palace. Just how will our general store manager fare when called to an audience with the king?
Mitsuha Yamano falls off a cliff, at which point she finds herself transported to some sort of medieval European fantasy world!
While there, during a battle with some wolves that almost costs her her life, she realizes that she has the ability to come and go
between Earth and this new world. Mitsuha decides to use this ability as much as she can. Why? To save up for retirement, of
course! She sets her sights on saving eighty thousand gold coins--and this is the story of her schemes to get there!
16-year-old Mochizuki Touya has it all. Grand Duke of an upstart nation, inventor of goods ranging from hula hoop to caramelized
popcorn, administrator of Babylon, and pilot of the Anti-Phrase Frame Gears. The western nations love him... but darker
machinations unfurl in the far east. Yulong, the glorious Empire of Heaven, regards Touya with envious eyes, brazen enough to
send assassins into Brunhild! To make matters worse, the mysterious young girl known as Sakura seems to have a connection
with these dark assailants. In the background, dark forces gather. Something big approaches. Something far greater than anything
Touya has ever faced before. Brace yourself... for a tale of swords, sorcery, and absolute calamity.
My Life in Another World Sucks is an Isekai deconstruction. It takes what is perhaps one of the most popularized genres from the
orient and goes away with the most common of its tropes; no LITRPG statistics, no Cheat Skills, no hidden Game Mechanics for
the protagonist, whose name 'Hum', is on one hand the abbreviation of Human and on the other also one that changes throughout
the story. Hum remembers a past life in another, better world, but all he has on him are the clothes typical of the country he is in,
and a back-breaking job in a clay mine. As a raiding party composed of both humans and beast folks raids the village and takes
him as a slave, his main prerogative isn't to achieve the Harem of his dreams, or incredible cosmic powers. It's to endure the
hardships ahead of him, and find a place where he can truly belong.
The Duchy of Brunhild is abuzz with confusion as a great airship appears in the sky, bringing with it a group of curious Gollem
engineers! But what do these mysterious Seekers want with Yumina's white crown? And just what secrets lurk within the ancient
ruins of Gandhilis? More importantly, will Yakumo ever come home? Hold fast for a tale of swords, sorcery, and mechanical
marvels!
It's time for the Duchy of Brunhild to host a national festival, and Mochizuki Touya is smack-bang in the middle. World leaders are
in attendance, nobility, traveling adventurers... And even God himself has seen fit to grace the mortal realm with his presence.
What will Touya do when the big man upstairs comes downstairs for a change? More importantly, will he have enough dessert?!
Meanwhile, in the Reverse World, tragedy strikes... An unusual purple Gollem surfaces alongside a strange, depraved woman...
Their actions paint an otherwise calm marketplace deep crimson... Put on your party hats for a tale of swords, sorcery, and tasty
snacks!
After Touya Mochizuki is struck down by a poorly aimed divine bolt of lightning, God wants to make it up to him by giving him a
new life in an unfamiliar world! And to sweeten the deal…Touya even gets to take his phone with him! Not only does he receive a
huge boost to his physical and magical abilities, he’s now got a ton of info about his new home at his fingertips. With his trusty
smartphone in hand, he sets off for the nearest town to begin his adventure!
Once the timequake starts, it doesn't stop! Right when poor Touya's adjusting to being a dad, he's bombarded with more children!
What kind of mischief will these time-travelling tykes get into next...? And what dark machinations might unfurl while our hapless
hero is distracted with paternal precautions? Keep on reading for a story of swords, sorcery, and parental peril!
After a freak accident involving some lightning winds up zapping him dead, 15-year-old Mochizuki Touya wakes up to find himself
face-to-face with God. "I am afraid to say that I have made a bit of a blunder..." laments the old coot. But all is not lost! God says
that he can reincarnate Touya into a world of fantasy, and as a bonus, he gets to bring his smartphone along with! So begins
Touya's adventure in a new, anachronistic pseudo-medieval world. Friends! Laughs! Tears! Inexplicable Deus ex Machina! He
sets off on a journey full of wonder as he absentmindedly travels from place to place, following whatever goal catches his fancy.
The curtains lift on an epic tale of swords, sorcery, and smartphone apps!
A new dungeon, and a new meeting!? Mukohda, the salaryman who was brought from modern Japan to another world because
he was caught in a “Hero Summoning,” along with his familiars Fel, Sui, and Dora-chan, enjoyed their fill of seafood at the
seaside town of Berléand. Finally, they set off for the dungeon city of Aveling, just as he promised Fel! But before that, Mukohda
asks for information about the dungeon from the gods… and hearing that many undead wander the dungeon, Mukohda starts to get
cold feet again. To get Mukohda into the dungeon, the gods come up with a spectacular gift. (All for a new Tenant in Mukohda’s
Online Supermarket...) Reaching Aveling, Mukohda’s party attempts to enter the dungeon with a veritable mountain of prepared
food. However, a certain off-putting elf awaits Dora-chan! And even further into the dungeon, another wonderful meeting awaits
our hero…...!? The super-popular, absurd, otherworld adventure continues in the 6th volume!
Mukohda’s latest adventure has given him a major windfall. But with more money comes more...goddesses, each vying for a slice
of his supermarket pie in exchange for their blessings. What’s a man to do when he’s suddenly drowning in wealth and power?
Start a business? Go on more adventures (or have adventure come to him)? How about looking into the one luxury he might value
almost as much as good food?
After a series of troubling events, Mochizuki Touya takes some much-needed downtime. The fate of two worlds still hangs in the
balance, he needs to secure more allies in the Reverse World, and Yula and the wicked god continue their dark machinations in
the background, but that doesn't mean that our hero can't take a little time for romance and relaxation. But unbeknownst to our
crew, another god may have set his eyes on the mortal realm... Lovers waltz and blades clash, unveiling a story of swords,
sorcery, and fun in the sun!
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